Looking for TV footage to illustrate the themes debated by the Council?
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This is a non-exhaustive list of video footage available from the Media Libraries of the European Parliament and the European Commission Audiovisual Services. They cover themes debated by the Council and are published as an indicative guide for TV journalists looking for relevant archive pictures.

AVAILABLE BROADCAST MATERIAL

ON COMBATING TERRORISM

FROM THE COUNCIL OF THE EU MEDIA LIBRARY:

**CUE08051 Archive video stockshots: Fighting radicalisation**

Experiences in various EU Member States. Interviews with experts, government officials, sequence on prisons in France and UK education project run by British Muslim Council.

Video stockshots | 11/2008 | REF: CUE08051 | 00:08:46

**CUE08037 Archive video stockshots: Gilles de Kerchove on EU Counter-Terrorism strategy/Atocha-Spain**

Including video footage illustrating cutaways and interview clips of Gilles de Kerchove on the EU counter-terrorism strategy, pictures of Madrid: general view, views of Atocha station, IWT of Gilles de Kerchove (in French and in English), Atocha monument.

Video stockshots | 06/2008 | REF: CUE08037 | 00:04:05
Ref CUE07008 Archive video stockshots "Gilles de Kerchove, EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator" including video footage illustrating cutaways and interview clips of Gilles de Kerchove on the EU counter-terrorism strategy, pictures of Madrid bombing, Europol, Eurojust at work.
Video stockshots | 10/2007 | REF : CUE07008 | 00:17:00

Ref I-055073 Archive video stockshots "Atlas project: counter-terrorism sea exercise" The Atlas network has been organising joint counter terrorism exercises on a regular basis for the past 6 years since the September 11 attacks in 2001. From 24 to 29 September 2007, an Atlas workgroup tested various techniques to free passengers that were fictitiously taken hostage on a ferry in Ostend, on the Belgian coast.
Video stockshots | 27/09/2007 | REF : I-055073 | 00:03:27:00

FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEDIA LIBRARY:

Ref I-047744 Archive video stockshots "Judicial Cooperation" illustrating the role of Eurojust, the "European Arrest Warrant" that was adopted to improve effectiveness in the fight against terrorism and serious forms of crime, and they provide also images of court procedures in different countries of the EU.
Video stockshots | 2005 | REF : I-047744 | 00:14:53:00

FROM THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT MEDIA LIBRARY:

Ref IB-00039879 Infoclip: Fight against terrorism
Infoclip | 23/09/2008 | REF : IB-00039879 | 00:03:30:00

Ref IB-00032953 Pre-edited kit: The struggle against terrorism: archive compilation
Infoclip | 01/03/2005 | REF : IB-00032953 | 00:38:00:00

ON CYBER CRIME

FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEDIA LIBRARY:

I-053775 Infoclip "Cybercrime"
Infoclip illustrating: various illegal sites, the Belgian Federal Police unit fighting against cyber crime (FCCU) working on computer searches.
Info-clip | 12/04/2007 | REF : I-053775 | 00:04:59:12

FROM THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT MEDIA LIBRARY:

IB-00032622 PNR: Simulation of a flight reservation on the Internet payment by credit card
Exterior shots on Brussels. Erik Josefsson (lobbyist, Digital Rights) looking at the Royal Dutch Airlines website, simulating the reservation of a flight, getting out his credit card and choosing his payment method and entering his personal and banking details.
PNR | 06/08 | REF : IB-00032622| 00:27:15:00

IB-14363 Videokit: Information Society
Infoclip | 01/03 | REF : IB-00014363 | 00:23:30:00
ON ACTION AGAINST DRUG TRAFFICKING IN WEST AFRICA

FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEDIA LIBRARY

I-051545  "Drug addicts speak up"
As debate continues over the legalisation of certain so-called "soft" drugs, with some calling for the international decriminalisation of coca leaves, and with the French authorities considering the large-scale experimental use of salivary tests to detect the presence of drugs... where does the fight against drugs stand in Europe? What initiatives are the different countries taking? What is it like to be a daily drug user? How can trafficking be curtailed?
Info-clip | 23/06/2006 | REF : I-051545 | 00:14:48

ON CIVIL PROTECTION

FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEDIA LIBRARY

Civil protection - 2003
Illustration of Civil Protection in order to protect European citizens from terrorism and natural and technological disasters. Euratox, the first EC Civil Protection exercise involving radiological and chemical fallout resulting from a terrorist attack. Camp of Canjuers, Var, France. Illustration of a National Civil Protection exercise, diving rescue search and floods exercise (Crisnée, Liège, Belgium).
Video stockshots | 24/01/2003 | REF : I-041573 | 00:38:02:22

ON IMMIGRATION AND ASYLUM

FROM THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT MEDIA LIBRARY:

IB-00038463 Infoclip: Legal migration
Infoclip | 26/09/07 | REF : IB-00038463 | 00:04:30

IB-00033963 Infoclip: Immigration
Living conditions at some centres for immigrants, bedroom in an immigrant centre in Malta. Language lessons in a centre for immigrants. Regularisation of immigrants, procedures in Spain. Advisor helping to find a job for a young Moroccan.
Infoclip | 30/06/05 | REF : IB-00033963 | 00:04:41

IB-00039193 Infoclip: Retour des immigrants illégaux
Including footage on police operation in Lampedusa port (Italy), illegal immigrants at the beach of Tenerife (Spain), Police operation in Tenerife's port, detention centre for illegal immigrants in Slovenia, detention centre in Poland, repatriation of illegal immigrants in Spain.
Video stockshots | 07/05/08 | REF : IB-00039193 | 00:03:32

IB-00038463 Infoclip: Immigration illégale
Video stockshots | 26/09/07 | REF : IB-00038463 | 00:04:44
FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEDIA LIBRARY:

I-057896 Memoclip "EU policy on immigration and asylum" illustrating a centre of refugees in Tarifa (Spain), refugee centre and cantine in Germany. Spanish Interior Ministry's Oficina de Asilo y Refugio in Madrid where all Spanish asylum requests are centralised and processed. Pictures made by asylum seekers. Views of a young immigrant from Angola in Groningen (Netherlands), he joined an integration programme. Teacher training a group of educated immigrant women on computer hardware.
Video stockshots | 16/06/2008 | REF : I-057896 | 00:04:48

I-056378 Video Stock Shots: EU external border control
Including footage from airports and planes, biometric passport control, Russia-Estonian border, Spanish Guardia Civil patrolling the coast, illegal immigrants arriving by boat, Frontex operation in Atlantic Ocean, with Italian plane and Italian coast guards.
Video stockshots | 13/02/08 | REF : I-056378 | 00:00:04:13

ON BIOMETRIC PASSPORT

IB-00039879 Infoclip: Making of Biometric Passport
Making a biometric passport at Swedish Embassy.
Infoclip | 09/2008 | REF : IB-00039879 | 00:02:25

ON EUROJUST

FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION MEDIA LIBRARY:

I-047744 Archive video stockshots "Judicial cooperation - 2005 - Eurojust"
Stockshot illustrating: the role of Eurojust, the "European Arrest Warrant" - fight against terrorism and serious forms of crime, images of court procedures in different countries of the EU.
Video stockshots | 02/06/2005 | REF : I-047744 | 00:14:53:00

******

This list has been made possible through the kind co-operation between the relevant Services of the three main European Institutions.

For more info, contact Isabelle Brusselmans, Audiovisual Advisor, Council of the European Union Press Office
+32 2 281 57 13, or Maria Hääläinen +32 2 281 78 20 E-mail: presse.audiovisuel@consilium.europa.eu

TO ORDER YOUR COPY:

- Council of the EU Audiovisual library +32 2 281 78 20
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/videolibrary

- European Parliament Audiovisual library Brussels: +32 2 284 26 71
Audiovisual library Strasbourg: +33 3 88 17 40 90
archivestv@europarl.europa.eu

- Commission Audiovisual library: +32 2 296 41 05
comm-frontdesk@ec.europa.eu
Please check also the Europe by Satellite schedule:
http://ec.europa.eu/avservices/ebs/schedule.cfm

Public deliberations of the Council can be followed by video streaming:
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/videostreaming

Or on screen in the "Europa" press room of the Council.